
Monday May 4, 2020 

 

Hello Grade 5 and 6! 😍 

 

10 Food Riddles For Kids 

1) _______________                                                              

This is something yellow, But it is not a light 

It is a citrus fruit ,That’s a flavor in Sprite 

2) _______________ 

This normally grows in fields, It’s a grain from what I hear 

It can be eaten piece by piece,Or straight from a long ear 

3) _______________ 

With red and white stripes , It’s something you lick 

Despite it looking, Like a hockey stick 

4) ________________ 

This animal gives us meat, On which you sometimes dine 

It gives us tasty bacon, And it’s sometimes known as swine 

5) _______________ 

I am a fruit whose name sounds, As though there might be two of me 

In a Christmas song there is, A partridge in this kind of tree 

6) _______________ 

I can sometimes be a stick, But I don’t come from a tree 

I can be spread on your toast, I’m a product that’s dairy 

 

 

 

 



 

 

7) _______________ 

This is a root vegetable, That can be red, white or green 

It can make you cry a lot, Even though it is not mean 

 

8) _______________ 

I am a yellow fruit, That you might eat at lunch 

When there’s a group of me, We are known as a bunch 

 

9) _______________ 

It’s the name of a type of fish, That’s packed in a can so tight 

It sounds like the name of someone, Who makes a piano sound right 

 

10) _______________ 

I can be red or green, I grow on a vine 

I’m dried to make raisins, Or squeezed to help make wine 

 

Taken from 40 Food Riddles For Kids. Click on it if you’d like to do more!  

Challenge: Make five of your own Food Riddles! They don’t have to ryhme. Read them to 

your families and see if they can guess the food. Be creative and have fun!  

Watch this video! Greet From Six Feet! 

 

Have a great week! Miss Linda😍 

 

https://riddles-for-kids.org/40-food-riddles-for-kids/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uZmajkrTj6A

